
Flood-Guard operates like a check valve to seal off water back-
up caused by overloaded sewers. Water flows normally through 
the drain until the sewer begins to back up. Then the Flood-
Guard float rises to seal off the drain opening until the water 
recedes.

A screwdriver and a couple of minutes are all you need 
to install a Flood-Guard. Once in place, it can prevent 

property damage and a very messy clean-up job. 
For extreme, extended pressure (for instance, where home-
made seals have popped out of the line) we recommend our 
standpipe models. The 4" Standpipe Flood-Guard is threaded 
to receive 1-1/2" IPS pipe. On the 3" model, the pipe is slipped 
through the rubber gasket before the screws are fully tightened.

Gaskets are made of molded rubber, and all metal parts are 
plated or stainless steel.

Cool Tools

Float
Model

 Catalog    Weight 
 Number  Per Carton Pounds 
 2F 2" Float Model 4 1 
 3F 3" Float Model 6 3 
 4F 4" Float Model 6 6
 S-3F 3" Standpipe Model 6 2-1/2
 S-4F 4” Standpipe Model 6 7-1/2

Stand Pipe 
Model

You’ll find dozens of uses for this labor-saver, like cleaning traps and manholes of rocks and 
debris, grabbing objects from hard to get at places, and changing light bulbs. You can even 
retrieve golf balls from ponds and pick fruit from trees.

It’s sensitive enough to pick up small screws and washers, yet strong enough to pick 
up a five pound rock. The locking trigger feature lets you grab and lock on to 
objects without further trigger pressure.

The EasyReach is made of extruded aluminum and stainless steel to be durable 
 and corrosion resistant. Two thermal plastic rubber caps open 
  4-1/2" to grip nearly anything. This tool is available in 32" 
   and 40" lengths as well as 60", 72", 96" and 120" lengths 
    which fold for more convenient storage.

  Catalog 
 Length Number
 32" 32RE
 40" 40RE
 60" (Folding Model) 60REF
 72" (Folding Model) 72REF
 96" (Folding Model) 96REF
 120" (Folding Model) 120REF
 Replacement Cups RECUP

61

Flood-Guard
Prevent Basement Flooding

™

EasyReach 
Picks Up Everything from Dimes to Bricks

™


